Wednesday 1st April 2020
L.O: I can describe characters from the book ‘Jim and the Beanstalk’.
Success Criteria:
- I can choose adjectives carefully
- I can use co-ordination (and/but/because).

Mean  Bright
Tall  Strong
Huge  grumpy
Young  Scary
Greedy  Loud
Rich

Brave  Bright
Tall  Strong
Clever  helpful
Young  kind
Fluffy  Good
Poor  Green
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L.O: I can describe characters from the book ‘Jim and the Beanstalk’ and compare them.

Success Criteria:
- I can choose adjectives carefully
- I can use co-ordination (and/but/because).

Use these words to compare the two characters:
but    because
however  also
although  and

Don’t forget to add the er suffix.

e.g: The giant is grumpier than Jack because he cannot see.